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The list of publications about renewable energy is very long and it will be hard to add
complementary, valuable information to this massive amount of knowledge or even just to order
and summarise the existing information. The book 'Renewable Energy in Europe' pretends to give
"clear, easy-reading, objective and reliable infonnation on the achievements but
also on the barriers still to be removed for a larger deployment of renewable
energy in Europe. Its objective is to enlighten the difficult decisions to be taken
to make the future energy-sustainable."
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The book consists of six chapters, addressing the different sources and types of renewable
energy (biomass, geothermal energy, small hydropower, solar photovoltaics, solar thermal and
wind), preceded by an introductory chapter about the integration of renewable energy sources,
discussing the advantages, benefits, challenges, political ftamework, EU targets and the
development of energy production, based on the different types of renewable energy, during
the period 1990-2002 in the world and in the European Union (EU 15).
Each chapter has been written by a different team of authors. The authors are members of
the European Renewable Energy Council (EREC) and of different renewable energy industry
associations, such as EUBIA (European Biomass Industry Association), EGEC (Geothermal
Energy), ESHA (Small Hydro), EPIA (Photovoltaic Industry), ESTIF (Solar Thermal), EWEA
(Wind).
Naturally, the different chapters were intended to be (?) or should have been constructed
in the sections 'status of the technology', 'cost and prices', 'industry and employment', 'market
development' (installed capacity and potentials in the EU-15 and in EU Accession and
Candidate countries, market segments), 'market barriers' (tariff systems, subsidies, social and
environmental costs, public acceptance, policies), 'future scenarios', 'targets' and 'action plans'.
Unfortunately, the data in the different chapters have not been collected in a comparable
way, nor have the different chapters been structured in a uniform way. Especially the subsections 'capacity', 'future development (targets and scenarios)', 'environmental benefits and
public acceptance' and 'action plans' have not been included in all chapters. Only for the
chapters 'Geothermal Energy' and 'Solar Thermal' comprehensive action-plans to achieve a
sustainable market development have been provided, leading to the overall impression that the
aspect of active 'capacity building' has been more or less neglected.
In many cases, the data collection has been performed in a superficial way.
Many graphs present the total energy production per country only, making it impossible to
compare data between different countries, with different areas, different numbers of
inhabitants and different natural potentials.
Comparisons between current trends and EU objectives in sustainable energy production
have been discussed in all chapters, but comparable graphics (as on p.69 (Geothermal Energy)
and p.100 (Small Hydropower)) are missing. A figure like "Country breakdown of EU solar
thermal area in operation, total and per capita" (p.146) is an example of the few exceptions
where data have been processed into meaningful, comparable graphics, which are missing for
most ofthe other chapters. In many graphics, data per country are sorted alphabetically, not
ascending according to the data (or they are not sorted in any way, as in figure 4, p.5, "Total
agricultural and forest area in the EU-15"), hindering the readability and value of this
publication. Cross-data analyses between different renewable energy sources are missing.
The chapter on 'Biomass' misses any critical sound. Possible impacts on biodiversity and
food production by planting fuel crops or fuel woods are not discussed.
An alphabetical index is missing, making the readability of the book difficult.
A summarising chapter is missing too, where the conclusions for the different renewable
energy sources should be merged into guidelines to find the optimal mix of renewable energy
technologies and markets to meet the different kinds of energy demand (heating, transport,
electricity). For example, a discussion about electricity production, based on a mix of wind
and solar power is missing. The chapters 'Biomass' and 'Wind' do not
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provide practical advice and reconnnendations for policy-makers to help them in fmding
possible solutions for an optimal mix of policy instruments (taxes, tariffs, subsidies, emission
trading schemes, ... ).
The book contains many valuable raw data, which still have to be processed to get a
readable, valuable and useful result for policy-makers. The lack of comparability of the
different chapters is a barrier to make this publication a valuable contribution for capacity
building in the field of renewable energy markets in Europe.
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